2017 WSMTA MTNA Performance Competition Winners

**WSMTA Junior Performance Piano**
Winner: Adrian King, teacher Peter Mack
Alternate: Edward Zhang, teacher Sasha Starcevich
Honorable mention: Grace Weppler, teacher Duane Hulbert
Nicole Wang, teacher Nino Merabishvili

**WSMTA Junior Performance Woodwind**
Winner: Brooke Lambert, Flute, teacher Bonnie Blanchard
Alternate: Jasmine Lin, Flute, teacher Robert Wilson
Honorable mention: Claire Wei, Flute, teacher Robert Wilson

**WSMTA Junior Performance String**
Winner: Marley Erickson, Violin, teacher Simon James
Alternate: Carson Ling-Efird, Cello, teacher Kevin Krentz
Honorable mention: Jessica Na, Violin, teacher Leonid Keylin

**WSMTA Senior Performance Brass**
Representative: Evan Minsk, Horn, teacher Roger Burnett

**WSMTA Senior Performance Piano**
Winner: Leah Deobald, teacher Duane Hulbert
Alternate: Robert Yan, teacher Ivona Kaminska-Bowlby
Honorable mention: Janet Phang, teacher Peter Mack

**WSMTA Senior Piano Duet**
Winner: Jeslyn Cai, Justin Cai, teacher Peter Mack/ Karlyn Brett
Alternate: Dajeong Yoon, Hyun Yoon, teacher Allan Park
Honorable mention: Grace Winslow, Caleb Winslow, teacher Irene Bowling

**WSMTA Senior Performance Woodwind**
Winner: Minsoo Kwon, Flute, teacher Zart Dombourian-Eby
Alternate: Anthony Xie, Flute, teacher Bonnie Blanchard

**WSMTA Senior Performance String**
Winner: Ryan Char, Violin, teacher Simon James
Alternate: Stephen Leou, Cello, teacher Leslie Marckx
Honorable mention: Shintaro Taneda, Violin, teacher Simon James

**WSMTA Young Artist Performance Brass**
Winner: Anthony Achille, Euphonium, teacher Christopher Dickey
Alternate: Matthew Tatz, Tuba, teacher Christopher Dickey
WSMTA Young Artist Performance Piano
Winner: Garrett Snedeker teacher Jeffrey Savage
Alternate: Frankie Bones teacher Jeffrey Savage
Aubrey Marks-Johnson teacher Jeffrey Gilliam

WSMTA Young Artist Performance String
Representative: James Marshall, Viola teacher Jody Graves

WSMTA Young Artist Performance Woodwind
Representative: Monica Weber, Saxophone teacher Fred Winkler

WSMTA Chamber Music String
Winner: Trio Giada teacher: Carrie Michel
Kassidy Dent, Piano
Sarah Lee, Violin
Nolan Welch, Cello

Alternate: The Brahmamas teacher: Jody Graves
James Marshall, viola
Ethan Seid, violin
Timothy Gales, cello
Cristian Garcia, piano